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Final Report to Contract N00014-82-K-0267

DESIGN AND TESTING OF HIGH-PREFORMANCE BRUSHES

Doris Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf
Department of Materials Science

University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22901

SUMMARY

-The aim of this contract has been to increase still further the capabil-

ities of high-performance elctrical brushes, as commercially available as well

as, indeed with particular emphasis on, the metal fiber and QM brushes invented

under the auspices of the preceding contract under the same name, N00014-76-C-1009

from July 1, 1976 to January 31st, 1982.

The result of this research has been to confirm and expand somewhat both

the theoretical and experimental advances made in the preceding six years. Add-

itionally contributions were made to ancillary research areas, specifically re-

search on friction and wear, and the dislocation behavior controlling wear,

From a technical standpoint the major success of this present project has

been to intensify our understanding of the so-called mode II operation of the

traditional silver-graphite brushes (75w/o Ag) which at this point are the best

commercially available brushes for high current density applications. It has

been clearly recognized that mode II has been previously unknown but can be high-

ly advantageous, Mode II e .tablishes itself automatically if the flash point

temperature at the contact spotsexceeds some specific level, now believed to be
about 3000C. In the past only "mode I" has been employed since, for fear that
the brushes would "dust" at catastrophic rates if the temperature were permitted

to rise into the region characteristic of mode II, forced cooling was employed
and the current density was limited to presumed "safe" levels. However, in mode

II, easily obtained in the atmosphere (i.e. without the typically used protect-

ive atmosphere) and without cooling, the normally present lubricating surface
film disintegrates but a protective film of almost solid silver is established.

This second film has a much lower resistance and thus the overall brush resist-
ance drops considerably. Also, as an added benefit, the brush "noise" is strong-

ly reduced. In this condition the current density could be increased far beyond
previously accepted limits, while the wear was less than extrapolated for similar

current densities in mode I without catastrophic dustinq.
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Efforts have been made to construct a serviceable QM brush, consisting of

copper fibers of about 30 pm thickness, out of each of which would project 19

gold fibers of 2 lim thic-ness. This project has progressed to the point that

another two man months or so would be required for completion. It has been

laid aside for the time being because it had exceeded the estimated time limit

and other work was more pressing.

Our D. Gerdt (very soon to be Dr. Gerdt, i.e. after out spring graduation

this month) has screened a variety of metals and atmospheres for possible use

as industrially applicable metal foil brushes. Foil brushes were first develop-

by P. Haney in his M.S. thesis research. David, before leaving for a position

in industry as a research engineer, confirmed the prior results but not suffic-

ient new material was gathered to either arrive at industrially worthwhile resul

of to expand the previously published work.

The experimental research under this contract has been carried out by

D. Gerdt, M. Ijaz, W. A. Jesser, L. B. Johnson, R. E. Miller md H. G. F. Wilsdor

LECTURES/TECHNICAL REPORTS

1) A series of six lectures at the National Bureau of Standards, Center for

Materials Science, Washington DC on dislocation behavior and mechanical

properties of metals in a wide range of straining conditions.

2) "Two Regimes of Current Conduction in Metal-Graphite Electrical Brushes and

Resulting Instabilities", 28th HolmCQnfer-ence on Electrical Contacts,

Chicago, Sept. 23/25 1982, by S. Dillich and D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf.

3) "How Readily are Vacancies Annihilated at Dislocations?", Seminar, Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (Metals and Ceramics Division), D. Kuhlmann-Wils-

dorf, Nov. 11, 1982.

4) "The Physics of Electrical Contacts: Materials for Electrical Brushes",

D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf, joint meeting of the Oak Ridge Chapter of ASM

and the Tennessee Section of the Am. Soc. for Quality Control, co-

sponsored by the Society of Women Engineers. Nov. 11, 1982.
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PUBLICATIONS

1) " The Role of Vacant Lattice Sites in the Low-Amplitude Failure of Low-Alloy

Steel with Inclusions" - D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf and P. F. Thomason, Acta

Met. 30 (1982) pp.1243-1245.

2) "Theoryof Dislocation Cell Sizes in Deformed Metals" - D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf

and J. H. van der Merwe, Mat. Sci. Eng. 55 (1982) pp.79-83.

3) "Two Regimes of Current Conduction in Metal-Graphite Electical Brushes and

Resulting Instabilities" - S. Dillich and D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf, Elec-
trical Contacts - 1982 (Ill. Inst. Techn., Chicago, IL, 1982) pp.201-212.

4) "On Orientation Changes, Deformation Banding and Dislocation Structures in

Rolled [100](001) Oriented Iron Single Crystals" - D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf

and E. Aernoudt, J. Appl. Phys. 54 (1983) pp.184-192.

5) "Sub-Surface Hardening in Erosion Damaged Copper as Inferred from the Dislocat-
ion Cell Structure and Its Dependence on Particle Velocity and Angle

of Impact" - D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf and L. K. Ives, Wear 85 (1983)

pp.359-371.

6) "Dislocation Cell Formation in Unidirectional Glide of FCC Metals - Part I:

Basic Theoretical Analysis of Cell Walls Parallel to the Primary Glide
Plane in Early Stage I" - D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf and N. R. Comins, Mater.

Sci. Engg. 1983, in the press.

7) "Gold Fibre Brushes - Their Promise for Future High-Technology Applications"-

D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf, Gold Bulletin, 16(1) (1983) pp.12-20.
8) "Extended Performance Limits of Metal-Graphite Brushes at Very High Current

Densities" - S. Dillich and D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf, Mater. Sci. Engg.

57 (1983) L13-L16.

9) "Performance Characteristics of Silver-Graphite Electrical Brushes (75w/o Ag)

Without Cooling up to 1400 A/cm2" - L. B. Johnson and 0. Kuhlmann-Wils-
dorf, Mater. Sci. Engg. 58 (1983) Ll-L4.

Copies of the title pages of the above papers are appended herewith.
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THE ROLE OF VACANT LATTICE SITES IN THE
LOW-AMPLITUDE FATIGUE FAILURE AT

INCLUSIONS IN STEEL

D. KIHILMANN-WILSDORFt

Departement Metaalkunde, Katholicke Universiteit Leuven, 3030 Heverlee. Belgium

and
P. F. TH-OMASON

Department of Aeronautical and Mechanical Engineering, University of Salford.
Salford MS 4WT. England

(Received I5 Se'ptember 1981)

Abstract -The low-amplitude fatigue limit of low-alloy steels with inclusionss of alumina and manganese
sulphides lies below the yield stress in unidirectional deformation. Failure occurs without any evidence
for irreversible dislocation motion. It is initiated by decohesions at particle, matrix interfaces at the
specimen surface, whence fatigue cracks begin to spread in the directions predicted from the applied
stress. No decohesion or cracking is observed below the surface. It is suggested that the decohesions are
due to the preferential condensation of vacancies at the interfaces at the surface. whefein the driving
force is due to the oxidation of the freshly formed surAt1ces at the decohesions. while the vacancies are
formed at jogs of oscillating dislocations.

Resume -La limitc Ai Ia fatigue en fihle amplitude dun acier faiblement alliii contenant des inclusion:
d'alurnine et de sulfures de mangancse est infieure A la limite ilastique en dfformation unidirectic i-
nelle. La rupture %e produit sans 4u' on observe de mouvement irriiversible dcs dislocations. Elle dibute
par une &acohesion des interfaces entre les particules et [a matrice. d.crihtsion 4uise produit a la surface
de l'echantillon: les. lissurcs de fatigue commecent alors s se propager dans les directions prevues
dlapr~s Ia contrainte appliqu&e On nobserve ni di~ohision. ni fissuration sous Ia surface. Nous pen-
sions que les d&ohesions provicrnent d'une condensation pr~firentielle des lacunes sur lea interfaces a la
surface. la force motrice etint dueA JFoxydation des surface de dicohesion fralches. alors que lea, lacuties
se forment sur les cratns de dislocations en oscillation.

Zu-4mmasfassuisg Bie Eriiidungsgrenze hei ktcinen Amplituden von niedrig legiertein Stathl mit
Einschlussen von Aluminitimoxid und Mangansulfid ltegt unterhalb der Fliel3spannung bei einsitiniger
Verfiormung. Bruch Irtit ohne einen Ifinwvei auf irreversible VersetlungsbeWCELIttg auf. Er heginnt durch
Dtkohaision an der Grenztliche zwisehen Tetlchen und Matrix an der Prishenoherltiche. von wo sich
Ermuduigsrase in den von der angeleglen Spannung vo~rgegehenen Richiungen aushrciten. Unterhialb
der Oherla~che %irdl Dekoh~tsion oher Bruchbildung nicht heohachtet. Es wird vorgeschlagen. dall die
Dckohaision von der bevorzugten Kondenisation von Lecerstellen an den Grenzfichen an der Obertlaiche
herruhrt. Die treihende Kraft entsteht durch die Oxidattion der frisch gebildeten Oberfliche an der
Dekohasion. withrend die Leerstellein an den Spruingen stsillierender Versetaungen erieugt werden.

The faitieiie limit osf low carbon steels cfntining smnall formed, catl he readils tanderstoodl in term.% of stress
inclusions of ,ilutiitt and matnganese sulphides lies concentratiotis at those inclusions [1, 31. However,
well hclos the statlic yield stress. Even though neither the process wh Iich leads% to tlse nucleation of the
Stres%-strain curves nor SEt tmicrographs of speci- cracks is still not entirely understood.
men surfaces, reveal evidence of any irreversible plas- Phenomenologicall) it has been cstalished [1.2]
tic, deformattion, failurc ~cctur-; after some 10' cycles. that. as a first step prior to fatigue crack nucleation.
11) far the greater part oif this life time is occupied the inclusions at the surface (alumina as %ell as
with crack nucleation. According to previously pub- manganese suslphide particles) *decohere' from the sur-
lished resuilts[[L.2] the cracks which lead to failure routndinsg matrix. as seen in fig. 1. Also the particles
are formed t( the inclusions. Their bchasior. once frequentl) reveal cracks through them (Fig. 21. After

decoltesion has taken placv. which in Fig. I has

t On temporar) lease from De-partment of Maiterials occurred over all of the upper interface, cracks as at
Scnce. I 'nisersity of Virginia. Chirlottessille. VA 2_,)1 the tipper right in Fig. 1. hegin ito spread out from the

1, .A.miwroscopic gaps between matrix and particles where

111111111111
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Theory of Dislocation Cell Sizes in Deformed Metals

DORIS KUIILMANN-WILSDORF*
Departement Metaalkunde, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (Belgium)

J. H. VAN DER MERWE

Department of Physics, University of Pretoria, Pretoria 0002 (South Africa)

(Received December 15, 1981)

SUMMARY and in an extremely wide range of materials,
the microstructure is found to include disloca-

Preceding theoretical investigations have tion cells forming an interconnected network
demonstrated that dislocation cell structures of more or less well-developed low angle dis-
in deformed polycrystalline materials result location boundaries which enclose volume ele-
from the strain energy reduction of glide ments comparatively free of dislocations. The
dislocations which have become mutually dimensions of the cells are known to be
trapped. However, it had been hitherto not inversely proportional to the applied stress,
possible to give a theoretical reason for the i.e. the cell size shrinks with increasing flow
cell sizes actually observed nor for the fact stress. Moreover, as was first pointed out by
that the average dislocation link length in the Holt [ 11 and Staker and Holt [ 21, the average
cell walls is a constant fraction of the average cell dimension L relates to the acting resolved
cell diameter during stage 1I work hardening, shear stress T, the shear modulus G and the
A theory is presented to close this gap. For Burgers vector b as
the example of the simplest known type of
dislocation cell structure of very low energy,
namely a three-dimensional checkerboard whereby, in numerous measurements made on
pattern of cubic cells with a common axis of a variety of metals, K was estimated to be
misorientation but alternating sense of rota- about 10. From the theory of work hardening
tion, it is shown that the experimentally this behavior had already been predicted 131,
observed cell sizes and link lengths represent together with a proportionality between the
the minimum total strain energy for a fixed average dislocation link length I in the cell
dislocation content. This occurs because with walls and the cell dimension L, i.e.
shrinking cell size the remnant longer-range
cell stresses decrease while the short-range g Lil constant (2)
dislocation stresses, i.e. the dislocation line Altogether, progress in the understanding
energy, increases whereas the reverse is true of dislocation cells and their role in work
when at constant dislocation content the cell hardening has been gratifying. The dislocation
size increases. cell structure represents the low energy

configuration of glide dislocations, which
have been generated in response to the

1. INTIIODti'TIoN applied stress and have become trapped in the
course of straining the material 13 - 61.

After moderate to larve plastic strains. Further, the fact that the cell size is inversely
under virtually all conditions of deformation proportional to the flow stress is easily

explained using the argument of "similitude"

*On temrnirv Ia~ from De'partment of Matdria its follows. The dislocations are mobile under

Science, University of Virginia, Charlottesville. VA stress; thus the resultant resolved shear stress.

'22901. U.SA consistint of the stresses due to all the

025-511 6 '2 00')11))1) 1)2170 [ Ileier Sequoia Irited in The Netherlands



TWO REGIMES OF CURRENT CONDUCTION IN METAL-GRAPHITE
ELECTRICAL BRUSHES AND RESULTING INSTABILITIES

S. Dillich D. Kuhlinann-Wilsdorf
Naval Research Laboratory Department of Materials Science

Chemistry Division University of Virginia
Washington, DC 20375 Charlottesville, VA 22901

ABSTRACT

Two distinct regimes of brush behavior in regard to brush re-
sistance and coefficient of friction are observed in silver-graph-
ite brushes. These are explained in terms of two different sur-
face films, one a lubricating layer composed of a mixture of fine
silver and graphite particles, the other an adsorption layer of
only a few atomic diameters thickness, overlaying a sintered sil-
ver layer of negligible resistance. The lubricating film is des-
troyed through loss of graphite within some critical temperature
range above 1000 C. It is characterized jy relatively high film
resistivity (in the order of 3 x 10-11im ), and a coefficient of
friction between about 0.15 and 0.2. The conduction through this
film is non-ohmic. The adsorption film, with a film resistivity
of about 10- 1 22m2 , exhibits ohmic conduction, identifying electron
tunneling as the major current transport mechanism. The coeffi-
cient of friction associated with it ranges between about 0.3 and
0.4, which is somewhat characteristic for dry sliding of fcc met-
als. In the high resistance regime, brush noise is high, but it
is low in the absence of the lubricating layer. Finally, when the
lubrication layer is present, the resistance of the cathodic brush
is markedly lower than that of the anodic brush (in the order of
2/3).

INTRODUCTION

In the past several years, metal-graphite in two different modes, depending on the presence
brushes, and in particular silver-graphite of either of two different surface films. One of
brushes, have received considerable attention (1- these films, associated with the higher contact
10) regarding their potential use in very high resistance, was believed to be a fairly thick lu-
current density/high speed current collection bricating layer of silver and graphite debris.
systems for homopolar electrical machines. Use The other, associated with the low contact resis-
of these machines in high-technology applications, tance, was tentatively identified as an adsorption
such as high power pulsing generators, energy film of only a few atomic layers' thickness, per-
transfer for possible future fusion reactors, and haps overlaid on a highly conductive silver-rich
electromagnetic launchers, places quite severe debris layer. This was presumably the same as the
demands on brush performance. For example, cur- "thin film" described by Schreurs et. al (6,8).
rent densities above 18 MA/m 2 at speeds of tp to At the time, on the basis of the short-term
300 m/s will be needed in pulsed power sources measurements described in Ref. 7, it appeared as
for sub-second operation (11). if the coefficient of the friction either remained

Previously, especially through the work of constant during transition or was mildly decreased
Holm (12) and Shobert (13), the behavior of graph- when the thicker lubricating film was disrupted.
ite and metal-graphite electrical brushes has The present investigation was undertaken in order
been well investigated at "normal" current densi- to gain a better understanding of the two differ-
ties, say up to 0.5 MA/M, but beyond that their ent surface films. To this end, firstly, the time
properties were essentially unknown. In a preced- per test was lengthened to 90 minutes, as compared
ing investigation (7) of silver-graphite brushes to only a few minutes in the previous research in
(75w% Ag) a peculiar instability was noted connec- which the transient behavior was the focus of in-
ting two distinctly different regimes of brush terest. Secondly, the coefficient of friction was
behavior. Namely, when the current was gradually carefully monitored throughout. Thirdly, the
raised beyond some critical value, typically above brush and rotor temperatures were measured concur-
100 A, the contact resistance dropped, and over a rently with anodic and cathodic voltage drops.
time interval of several minutes reached another Further, oscillograms were taken of the "noise".
stable but drastically lower value. The current i.e. short-term voltage fluctuations.
at which this resistance drop occurred decreased Throughout, silver-graphite (75w'' Ag) brushes
with increasing brush velocity, indicating that were used, not only for the sake of continuity,
the critical parameter was the temperature. but also because these brushes have been the sub-

By means of an analysis of those measure- ject of careful work by others (1-5) and appear to
"ments, all confined to short-time tests, it was be the best commercially available brushes for
concluded (-) that the brushes could be operated high current density applications.

201



On orientation changes, deformation banding, and dislocation structures in
rolled [100](001) oriented iron crystals

D. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf
Department of Materials Science, University of Virginia. Charlottesville Virginia 22901

E. Aernoudt
Departement Metaalkunde, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, B-3030 Heverlee, Leuven, Belgium

(Received 25 June 1982; accepted for publication 16 September 1982)

The texture formation process, dislocation structures, and deformation bands observed in rolled
and cross rolled [100] (001) oriented iron crystals have been interpreted from the viewpoint of
fundamental dislocation behavior and the properties of low-angle dislocation boundaries. Full
agreement between theoretical expectations and published observations was obtained.

PACS numbers: 62.20.Fe, 81.40.Ef

I. INTRODUCTION ber of parallel (010) [001] tilt walls in the remaining zones

Typically, interactions between research on plasticity between the deformation bands decreases while the angle

and texture formation, on the one hand, and on dislocation across the average tilt wall increases. Thus after the forma-

behavior on the other hand, are not commensurate with the tion of alternatively [110] (001) and [110] (001) textured de-

potential benefits of such interactions. Specifically, for ex- formation bands, as sketched in Fig. 1, the W0* lattice rota-

ample, shear bands and deformation bands are mostly the tions between them are accommodated by a steadily

concern of research in plasticity but they can be readily relat- decreasing number of cell walls in the intervening cell struc-

ed to dislocation behavior and dislocation cell structures. ture.' Those regions were called "microbands" by Grzemba

One example are deformation bands, formed in uniaxial and Hu.' However, these bands are of a clearly different

straining, which are normal to the active glide direction and nature as the microbands discussed before. From recent li-

the lattice within which is rotated about an axis normal to teratureg we learn that the name "Transistion Bands" is a

the active glide direction in the active glide plane. In terms of more appropriate term for this kind of structural inhomo-

dislocations, such deformation bands result where glide po- geneity, and this is used in Fig. I as throughout this paper.

lygonization walls of opposite sign encounter each other in
their motion in opposite directions. Note that glide polygon- II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON THE EVOLUTION
ization walls, or in general tilt walls, are the lowest energy
form of dislocation surpluses belonging to one slip system. Disregarding sideways spreading of the rolled sheet,

Another example are microbands, also observed in uni- and assuming glide of type 1/2 (111 11101, when the roll-
direction'al deformation or in rolling, which are parallel to ing direction is [100] and the plane of the sheet is (001), the
the active glide planes and within which the lattice is misor- four glide systems 1/2 [lIT] (101), 1/2 [111] (101), 1/2 [111]
iented about the same axis direction as above. The disloca- (101), and 1/2 [1IT] (101) are initially strongly and equally
tion behavior to which these microbands correspond has favored. Spreading of the sheet is accommodated by glide
been investigated in some recent papers." Briefly, these along 1/2 [ITii] and 1/2 [ITT] on (Oil planes, and along 1/2
bands arise when the tensile or compressive stresses between [I IT] and 1/2 [TIT] on (011) planes. But slip along these
parallel pile-up like dislocation sequences of opposite sign systems is limited, the shear stress on them being only 50%
are relieved by "unpredicted" secondary slip. In such a case of the shear stress on the primary systems. Any glide on the
the secondary dislocations react with the dislocations in the (110) and (ITO) planes would leave the thickness of the sheet
initial pile-up-like sequences to form tilt boundaries of the unchanged and thus is not expected to take place.
described orientation and relative rotation Rather than continuing to use Miller indices, for the

The investigation of a third example is the subject of the present purposes it is more convenient toemploy the labeling
present paper. It is that of rolled iron single crystals original- clarified in Fig. i(c). In that nomenclature, in the initial ori-
ly in [100) (O01) orientation. It has been reported7 that up to entation, then, glide will principally and equally take place
80% reduction of thickness, cell walls with a spacing of on OA(al, OBal, OC(cl, and OD(c), with a minor contribution
about 0.5 im. parallel to the rolling direction normal to the of OB(b), OC(b), OA(d), and OD(d) on account of sheet spread-
plane of the sheet are observed. These cell walls mediate a ing.
rotation about the normal of the sheet, i.e., are tilt walls with As to the principally acting slip planes. glide on (a) and
a [001] tilt axis. Beyond 80% rolling. "deformation bands" (c) should continue to occur at nearly equal rates through-
within which the lattice is in [1101 (0011 or in [ITO] (0011 out. Namely, if slip on oneof these, say (a), would significant-
orientation are formed. Also these bands are parallel to the ly exceed that on the other, then (a) would rotate to become
rolling direction but according to Grzemba and Hu' they are more nearly parallel to the plane of the sheet. As a result, the
filled with unstructured dislocations. With increasing roll- resolved shear stress on (a) would decrease while it would
ing, such "deformation bands" grow at the expense of the increase on tc). causing glide on (c) to accelerate and rotate
initial cell structure such that at constant spacing the num- the two planes back to the symmetrical orientation. Thus

184 J. Appi. Phys. 84 tl). January 1983 0021-8979/03/010184-09602.40 ®1983 Amercan Intiute of Physa 164
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SUBSURFACE HARDENING IN EROSION-DAMAGED COPPER AS
INFERRED FROM THE DISLOCATION CELL STRUCTURE, AND ITS
DEPENDENCE ON PARTICLE VELOCITY AND ANGLE OF IMPACT

DORIS KUHLMANN-WILSDORF

Department of Materials Science, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22901
(U.S.A.)

LEWIS K. IVES

Metallurgy Division. National Bureau of Standards. Washington. DC 20234 (U.S.A.)

(Received October 9, 1982)

Summary

Previously published measurements of the cell diameters d of disloca-
tion cells underneath copper surfaces exposed to particle erosion were
evaluated in terms of the subsurface stresses 7 to which they correspond.
These were compared with the elastic stresses expected underneath spherical
indenters impacting on the surface with different speeds. The inferred
stresses differ markedly from theoretical predictions, not only in regard to
the dependence on speed and angle of impact but even in regard to their
decay along the z axis, the direction normal to the surface. Instead of T
decreasing as z-" with n continuously rising from 0 at a shallow d,'pth to 2
at large depths, as predicted from elastic theory, the stresses fo~low a z - 1
dependence throughout the measured range. All data are satisfactorily
explained by the relationship lid = (7/z)V 21

1 sin c-a T/100 (using MKS
units), where v stands for the velocity of the impacting particles, namely
rather irregularly shaped alumina particles 50 pm in diameter, and ca is the
angle of impact. No theoretical explanation has so far been found to account
for this result. It is noted, however, that previously a z-' decay of stress had
already given excellent results in a theoretical interpretation of the subsur-
face shear strain underneath a surface subject to sliding wear. Further, sin a
is the direction cosine for the normal force component, whereas a velocity
dependence of 215 is found from elastic theory for the depth scaling of the
elastic stress due to a spherical indenter. Suggestions are made for further
experiments.

1. Introduction

Recently Ives and Ruff [1] have investigated the dislocation structures
below the surface of annealed OFHC copper after bombardment with

0043-1648/83/0000-0000/$03,00 Q Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in The Netherlands
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Dislocation Cell Formation and Work Hardening in the Unidirectional Glide of
EC.C. Metals
I: Basic Theoretical Analysis of Cell Walls Parallel to the Primary Glide Plane in
Early Stage II

D. KUHLMANN-WILSDORF

Department of.1taterials Science, Unicrsit of 1'irginia. Charlottesville, VA 22901 (L'.S.A.)

N. R. COMINS

Mletals Division. National Physical Research Laboratory, Council for Scientific and Industrial Research,
P.O. Box 395. Pretoria (South Africai

(Received October 28. 1982)

SUMMARY 1. INTRODUCTION

Past research leads to the conclusion that 1.1. Basic properties of dislocation cell
dislocation cell formation in work-hardened structures
crystalline materials occurs when dislocations This paper is devoted to an investigation of
assemble into low energy configurations. On the dislocation networks which are typically
the assumptions that the dislocation cells observed in early stage II of f.c.c. metals in
formed in f.c.c. metals in early stage II also single glide and which are (nearly) parallel to
approach the lowest energy for a given dis- the primary glide plane. These are known to
location content in the material and that the accommodate a tilt about an axis nearly
initiai dislocation arrangement before cell parallel to the primary edge dislocations
formation consists of linear dipolar mats, i.e. [1-41. Their structure is obscured by disloca-
sets of similar edge dislocations in coplanar tion irregularities when the stacking fault
arrays but alternating sign from one mat to energy is high, but they are known to corn-
the next. the structure of the resulting cells is prise a significant fraction of Lomer-Cottrell
investigated. It is found that the initial pile- locks [3-51. An example of a case in which
up-like arrays should transform into tilt walls there is low stacking fault energy is shown in
with or without soine twist component, such Fig. 1. It consists of primary dislocations
that the axis of relative mitsorientation is which on average are normal to a set of 'un-
roughly parallel to the original edge disloca- predicted" secondary dislocations and Lomer-
tions. By a simple consideration of energies Cottrell locks. The Lomer-Cottrell locks were
it is found that cell formation should begin at evidently formed through a reaction between
or below about 1.2r, where r,, is the initial primary edge dislocations, originally not far
critical flow stress. Again if the minimum from an edge orientation, and the observed
energy is considered, it is found that for lou' unpredicted dislocations.
stacking fault energy materials Lopner-Cot trell It is presumed that the comparable net-
locks should form prominently, such that the works found nearly parallel to the primary
primary dislocations become rotated roughly glide plane in early stage 1I of f.c.c. metals
normal to the Lomer-Cottrell locks. These with a high stacking fault energy have much
results are in good agreement ivith acailable the same basic structure, albeit camouflaged
experimental evidence. through loops, kinks etc. The word unpre-
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Gold Fibre Brushes
THEIR PROMISE FOR FUTURE HIGH-TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS

Doris Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf

Department of Materials Science. University of Virginia. Charlottesville, VA.. U.S.A.

A new type of electrical brush has been developed to accommodate the otherwise
unmet demands of future high technology. It consists of metalfibres finer than a
human hair protruding from a solid matrix very much like the fibres of a camelhair
brush. Laboratory tests as well as theory indicate that the new brushes can by far
outperform the best currently available brushes especially if the fibres are made of
gold or gold alloys. Even betterperformances are expectedto be reachedwithasecond
generation brush of similar type embodying yet thinner fibres.

Gold is well established as a contact material. The freedom include the ability to operate at very high speeds and current
exhibited by the metal from insulating surface films under a densities with low power losses. Thus far metal fibre brushes.
very wide range of conditions and its outstanding corrosion and the related metal wire brushes, have been made only in the
resistance, together with its easy formability coupled with ease laboratory or for pilot machinery (3-7). This article presenits the
of alloying and joining, leave gold without a serious challenger. argument for the viewpoint that metal fibre brushes are the best
Thus it is almost taken for granted that wherever contacts must possible solid brushes, in principle surpassing in their
be repeatedly made and broken using light forces, and performance not only monolithic brushes, but also foil (8) and
especially where high reliability is required. the switches will be metal wire(6. 7) brushes. Theoretically, brushesof liquid metal
made of or be coated with gold. might possess superior properties. However, because of design

Furthermore. for sliding wire contacts used in the and maintenance complications, such brushes are not likely to
transmission of low currents under small forces such as in be competitive when their metal fibre counterparts with the
guidance systems, gold or gold electrodeposits are unsurpassed anticipated properties become commercially available. Finally.
for reliable operation. Even so, gold is seldom thought of as a it isverysprobablethat a high fractionoffuturefibrebrusheswill
likely material for application in heavy current technology, for use gold as the fibre material because of its superb surface char-
example in making electrical brushes conducting hundreds of acteristics.
amperes. The indications are, however, that this situation will
change in the future. The reason is that a number of high- Why Metal Fibre Brushes?
technology developments, now on the drawing board or in It has been stated above that. in principle, metal fihre brushes
variousstagesol'experimental design. rcquireelectrkal brushes are likely to be the best possible heavy current conductors. In
with performance characteristics greatly superior to those presenting the case for this point of view it is necessary to begin
available so far. Examples arc high performantc hornopolar by examining the origin of the power losses when electrical
motors and generators, based either on superconducting or brushes transmit currents across moving interfaces.
ordinary magnets, energy storage and conversion devices, for For high-tchnology applications. 'the best possible brush*
example those which would beneeded forpulsed fusion energy. means that brush which. with an acceptable lifetime, can
and rail launchers or 'mass throwers' (1. 2). conduct the highest current density at the fastest speed and/or

Perhaps the most promising new type of brush proposed to with tle lowest possible power loss. Since in sustaited operation
solvethis technological bottleneck isthemetal fibre brush. This the heat developed in the brush must be transported away by
is quite literally a brush, but made of metal fibres rather than mcansof somc typeof forced cooling, there isgencrally astrong
bristles, these being often much thinner than a human hair. incentive to keep it at a low level. In addition in some brush
Figure I shows an example. What ordinarily serves as a 'brush'. applitations such as homopolar motors/ generators and in
transmitting current across an interface between parts of a energy storage devices, very stringent limits are placed on
circuit in relativemotion, isalmost alwaysa'monolithiC'(that is permissible losses lest the devices become uneconomical.
one compact piece) metal-graphite brush the components of' However, even ifneitheroftheaboveconditionsareevident and
which are compacted with a binder material, the heat developed in the brushes is of no direct concern, it is

Much research will still have to be carried out to develop and indirectly most important when high current densities must be
perfect metal fibre brushes that will reliably satisfy the various achieved since local melting at contatt spotswill typically cause
requirements offuture technology whirch tannot be mcrt by the brush failure. X'hen at rest. the loal temperatureat thecontact
present monolithic brushe-. Spctifically. these requirements spot is roughly proportional to the applied voltage (9)). There-
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Extended performance limits of metal- desired. Rather, it appears that brush per-
graphite brushes at very high current densities form ance at a bulk temperature above 100'0C

can he very advantageous. In fact, it was
shown that 75wtP4 'Ag-graphite brushes can
be operated in air, with very good performance

S. DILLICHt characteristics, in two distinctly different
Voaa Resecarch Laboratory Wusigl~oi. I)('20? 75 modes. One of these is the mode at and below

S.. 1.)about 95 'C which has already been described
D. KUHLMANNAVILSDORF and will be dubbed "mode 1". Mode 11
IOtpart ,innt o/ .11ottrials Science, I ,it'rsitV ' 0/*ocr i tabl ruhtmeaueo

irgtiz a rltevle A291(... above about 100'~C. Thle two modes differ
.\ccfp ied Novem ber 9. 19 92) on account of two different surface films

which the brushes deposit onto the opposite
surface [6. 7], e.g. a slip ring or commutator,

For high performance current collection normally of copper.
systems, metal-graphite brushes are almost At low temperatures, in air as well as in
univeS-illy used. Among these, silver-graphite protective atmospheres, the surface film is
brushes with about 75 wt. ' Ag appear to be composed of a mixture of fine silver and
the preferred choice in applications requiring graphlite piarticles 1 5-81 with no continuous
the lowest possible resistance, e speciallv if metallic- path through it 171. Because of the
current de(nsities are high. Research into the interposedi graphite particles, that film has

properties of silver-grraphite brushes was lu.bricating properties and its friction (c0-

strongly stimulated by the recent, andI still efficient pi typically raniges txetweei- 0.1 and
ongoing, (leveloplnen t of adlvanced lhorn o- 0.2. It is overlaid with a very thin adsorption
polar clect rhil machinery which require filmn of only one( or a very few molecular
current c oflee -tion iystems cpal ie of very I avi rs* th1ic kness, believed to be mainly of
Ihigh cu rreii t densityV and hiigh sliding speed water w~hen formed in a moist ('0, atii -
olierat ion (sewe for e'xamle refs. 1-5). Partly sphere 191. Electrons c-an tunnel through thts
as a resuilt of this research such bru.shes areV adsorpt ion film 1 5-7, $)]il ad the filml resistivity
common1"Ily used inl protective atmilospheres. Inl of' it is close to 10 ' 2 nv!. However, thev
particular. CO-i the presence of water or underlying lubricating film has a sign ifican tlv
hlydrocairbon vapors has been found to extend highevr filmn resistivity, of the order of
thlt lifetimie andl( contact perf'orniance of' 3', 10 '' 2 iii 2 . a fact that has been over-

75 t.'.\~grplii t brushies 1 1. . 4I 1. Vurther, loo ked inl some of' thev inest igat ions I compare
almnost routinely, if* needed, the bru.shes are ref. 51. Thew mode I film isfutechrtrid
cooled to maintain the brush holder tempera- by mnuch el~ctical noise, dute to structural
tire 11(1(1W about 95 C. I nder the described irregularities. and1( a polarity effect such that

('0jillitioils the brush nloise is rather high. Ilow)\- the aniodic and cathodic brushes dliffer
i-vr. elect rica:l loads of ipl to 6 NMA in markedly in resistance and)( \%ear rate 1 5, 71
GOOt( A ciii2 could lie ,upport(d 51 .e. mnuch T[he lubricating filmn is stable ais long as
tune those,( of inltinotal applications w ater can lie realisorlied fast enough hy the

Mlicih arl. typically less blaii OtA IA inll filni t(o repilenishi the mnoisture lost through
10tA .\iii , vt'('i. I ). m1omentlary overhevating at the4 contact Spot.,

Reicet resevarch indicates that the above 1 -41. O nce the temperature rises lieyond somne
are tiot ties~ ilt, hebet operating" eon- critical aletis balance cannlot he main-
(lit ion-; oft 75% t' \ -riiit brushevs if' tamled, Lrapfbitv is lost through (lustinv from
tiltralizzl i rren t densit us at low% losses are til( tilmi. and the Aiver particiles sinter

flidli S').i Fl-) tk,' r Si.'qu. P, twi,'d oil The~ N.itho-rtands
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Performance characteristics of silver-graphite discussions of this phenomenon by Holm (21
electrical brushies (75 wt.% eAg) without and Shobert [31). Somewhat surprisingly, how-
cooling up to 1400 A cm-2 in air ever, dusting never occurred when brushes

were used in mode It even though the rotor
could be as hot as 200 TC and the brushes

LEWIS B. .JOHNSON, JR., and DORIS KUHLMANN- themselves considerably hotter. Dusting did
WILSDORFoccur, however, if the brushes were allowed

to arc, generally because of too low a brush
Deparirnoni of.11aterial Science, Unit-erstlY of force. It is considered that, in mode 11, the
Virginia, Charlottesville' V.A 2291 (U.S..). brush surface is protected not ;ldy by being
Accepted Decemiber 21, 1 982) sealed fairly effectively against the opposite

side, hut also because the silver enriches at the
brush surface, the more so the higher the

I n a, preceding communication I11. m~easure- current density 14, 51. Figure 1 shows this
mients onl silver-graphite electrical brushes effect by the example of a scanning electron

i7.- wt.'; Agt were reported which highlighted micrograph of a brush with one-half a virgin
ti ( existence of two different modes of surface, shaped to thle rotor with 600 grit
current con1duictionl. dubbed mode I and emery paper, and one-half run for a few hours
mode 11. the formier being tilc ordinary and at a current density of 6 NIA m-2 , at 13 ms-
well-known one( in which grap~hite formis, or at using an 8.3 N brush force onl 0. 5 cm-11 area.
the least strongly participate's in, a lubricating Limitations of tile apparatus had prevented
laye'r, causinlg a low coefficient of friction. exploring the limits of current-carryinv capa-
Mode 11 appears to have escaped p~reviouis hiltties of the silver-graphite brushies in mode
attetitioni. It is characterized by a surface layer 11. That limit lies at about 6 MA ml for miode
onl the opposinlg contact (thle "rotor") wich I according to Jlohnson andl Schreurs 1 .11. and
is principally of silver and therefore has a this was also the binlit to which in ref. 1 the
rather hig~her coefficient of friction. I lowever, 0.5 cmn- b rushes were tested since, without
that layer is more u niforni and therefore cooling,. thet whole apparatus heated il) un-
cause1s iMuch less electrical noise. besides having coni fortailv. In fact,- it has since become clear
a very low electrical re-sist ance. As a cons151- that thle differentiial transducer malfu nctioned

ken e1ir. at very hiuh culrrent denlsites kite loal on accounut of b~einig overheated in tests 7-12
hoss. in watts 11)cr ant ipore conduItctedl, is sign ifi- oif ref. 1, indicating lt)o fast brush wear. Even
';uitly lower ill mioth 11 than in mode 1. The so, it seemled to be of thet essence to study
CotilitiOn which cauSeS the' Mode 11 surface brush belihavior at still highevr current densities
laver is a igher tvinperature which ha,; thet and, c )rre',poodiiiglv. smaller brushes were
tlevt of pci'rmtii the miraphile dust to prepar-el ;1:A l th current raised to the highest
eseatle frrn inte surface layor on tile rotor. fr'a~ibh' %alte'. Ilie' results are summarized in
leavintg the s.ilver behind. It appears thiat lahh' I and Fig. 2.
brushevs iiave lvie-e rouit iu-ly cooled, in tIn' Whelireas auct'(rdhiiit) i conve'ntional wisdom
least, to teuniteratures toot 1.)w to) inltilat the brush size should have no effect onl the
modt(Ie II. dat a, provided that the same brush forces are

ie. reason for coolin tetl-rpht used as wa done. in fact it has. This is so lx'-
bitrslies has been ito previt the' loss of cause the brush lie dy resistaince is included in
iltoistitre for fe-ar thiat otlte'rwi'e 'duosi ng the titastlrenient Rj and is inc-reased when
oc4curs;. through N01it-11 a brus.h can be-, worn the( cross section of tilt- brush is decreased in
down \% ithtit minuites t s'e' for e'xamlil thle aIcrtlainct with (lht11's law. Thus 11w' hbrushes
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